Tracking multiple objects in real time is essential for a variety of real-world applications, with self-driving industry being at the foremost. This work involves exploiting temporally varying appearance and motion information for tracking. Siamese networks have recently become highly successful at appearance based single object tracking [1], [2] and Recurrent Neural Networks have started dominating both motion and appearance based tracking [3], [4], [5] . Our work focuses on combining Siamese networks and RNNs to exploit appearance and motion information respectively to build a joint system capable of real time multi-object tracking. We further explore heuristics based constraints for tracking in the Birds Eye View Space for efficiently exploiting 3D information as a constrained optimization problem for track prediction. * Authors contributed equally.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-object tracking has been a critical and unavoidable problem even at the level of cutting edge technology. State of the art multi-object tracking systems are computationally heavy for the end devices whereas real time tracking systems are performing at the expense of accuracy and even highly accurate systems [6] make errors in general and edge cases like occlusions, ego-motion, crossovers and rapid/random movements. The occlusions build up heavy risks in the automobile industry that looks forward for self driving cars. The inability to predict a pedestrian crossing behind the vehicle that slowed down on the side front or the incapability of the tracker to distinctly identify two persons at a point of crisscrossing can lead to critical issues in the field that is chaotic and requires memory other than detection for producing near intelligent results.
Most of the current systems are based on tracking through detection where the extensive development of efficiency and accuracy in state-of-the-art frame level detectors is used. The novel idea is to incorporate the temporal aspects into the algorithm due to the seemingly simple fact that objects do not disappear and should follow a time dependent progression within frame sequence given a satisfactory sampling rate in the sequence. Moreover, the improvement of depth sensation from both monocular and binocular image feeds [7] and new methods of inverse perspective mapping [8] build up the capacity to explore 3D tracking purely based on image data. This is important in the simultaneous localization of multiple real world objects with the observation of their dynamic aspects for decision making.
The primary objective of this work is to develop an online real-time multi-object tracking system for efficient human and vehicle tracking through the exploitation of appearance and spatiotemporal information through a novel Long and Short Term Memory (LSTM) [9] based architecture along with the development of possible refinements to three dimensional track prediction through constraints observed in the Birds Eye View (BEV) space.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Single Frame Detectors
A considerable number of new network architectures have been developed for object detection and classification where growth in accuracy and speed had been the key goals. Out of the main state-of-the-art systems, the models based on Faster-RCNN [10] that had been developed from Fast RCNN [11] use a Region of Interest (RoI) to detect the objects and found to be highly accurate through the improvements with introduction of Region Proposal Network (Fully Convolutional Network that proposes regions). The single stage detectors like YOLO [12] (You Only Look Once) network on the other hand have been optimized for speed over accuracy. They explore the entire image as a whole grid instead of computing regions of interest and can achieve high performance in frame rate (exceeding 45fps). For the industry of self driving vehicles and the real-time automated market background both accuracy and speed are crucial. A notable aspect that each architecture has adopted to improve performance is approaching localization of an anchor-based classification task followed by regression as opposed to a purely regression task. This idea will serve as one of the baselines for our work.
B. Single Object Trackers
Tracking algorithms move for deep architectures (ex: Fully Convolutional Siamese) that use deep similarity learning for tracking [1] , [2] to solve the key challenges of changes in lighting conditions, orientation and viewpoint. Extension of these methods to the multi-object setting is yet to be achieved. Further, some algorithms have been designed to learn online to track generic objects. However, learning online needs higher computational capacity at the end device which is not a luxury that could be afforded. The work by David Held et al. on GOTURN i.e. Generic Object Tracking Using Regression Networks [13] depict the capability of achieving 100fps at test time with frozen weights. But their work is limited to single object tracking. Fig. 1 . In the above diagram the numbers on the top left represent the frame number with detection bounding boxes in red and track bounding boxes in other colors. The above diagram depicts the occlusion handling done by our system. It can be seen that track 5(blue) observed in frame 24 is well tracked through out even after been occluded, given that the maximum occlusion duration is less than 30 frames. Additionally tracks 17 and 19 (blue and purple) are reidentified in frame 183 after been occluded. This is because, we control how much the occluding images features can affect the tracks template when the track is partially occluded
C. Joint Tracking and Detection
The novel idea in tracking and video recognition is the ability of improving the detection and tracking interdependently. That is to enhance the detection using temporal information and improve the track using both detection as well as temporal information. There has been significant progress in this area too [14] , [15] . Tracking by detection had been a considerably successful topic in the field, but this aggregation of the temporal information has turned the efforts to a different path of exploration that could predict the next level of action which is steps beyond ordinary tracking. The common idea behind these methods is the usage of temporally aware feature maps for tackling the task of detection. The key shortcoming is the lack of direct track outputs which are a requirement for tracking.
D. Multi-Object Trackers
SORT (Simple Online and Real Time Tracking [16] ) with a deep association metric [6] presents an implementation of the Kalman filter for exploiting the temporal information and a neural network incorporating the detections and deep appearance descriptor. The key challenge faced by this work is its failure to tackle crossovers, occlusions, and modeling nonlinear object motion. Improvement of the temporal aspect using the LSTMs in single object setting [4] has presented promising results in catering to these problems. Further, the possibility of data association of random cardinality, specifically through the birth and death of characters (track initiation and termination) using LSTMs alone [4] is equally promising. The exploitation of multiple fields of view by relating deeper layers in Siamese networks [17] show the potential of Siamese matching even though it is considerably inhibited by the scenarios that have occlusions.
E. BEV space and 3D tracking
The methods for inverse perspective mapping and 3D detection have been extensively researched as means of depth sensation through both monocular [7] , [8] and binocular [7] image feeds. The achievement of accuracy in depth sensation through images has approached the level of expensive range sensor data to a considerable extent. However, the task of 3D tracking is currently dominated by the algorithms that run on range sensor information [18] .
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our approach for online realtime multi-object tracking. The core of our work surrounds three key attributes; an LSTM network tackling track position estimates as a probabilistic classification problem, a methodology for similarity extraction and track association that is aware of occlusions, crossovers, and other identified key challenges and finally, the extension of track predictability to the BEV space exploiting its properties. Further, we explore the possibility of propagating input uncertainties through the LSTM network. The naive integration of a generic LSTM network to exploit the temporal aspect overlooks some key aspects of the problem including uncertainty of detection positions and requirement for estimating a possible region of object presence. To address this work, we introduce an LSTM network with probabilistic outputs also capable of capturing the input uncertainties. Our final model shown in 3 performs on-par with current state-of-the-art object trackers and operates in real-time. Our model is tested on popular tracking datasets, MOT16 [19] and KITTI-tracking [20] . These two datasets are from slightly different domains (the former focuses on general indoor and outdoor scenes while the latter contains videos of roads taken from the perspective of a vehicle). This allows us to verify that our work solves a generalized tracking problem as opposed to a single-domain Our work is explained under six subsections. The LSTM network along with our unique contribution is outlined initially. Then we lay out the appearance similarity usage in a multiobject domain followed by the track association problem and overall 2D tracker. Finally, we explain the extensibility of our LSTM model for accurate 3D track prediction and the improvements gained from BEV space constraints.
A. LSTM network
Consider a video as a sequence of image frames i.e. V = I 0 , I 1 , ..., I n where I k s a matrix of fixed dimensions. Given detections D = D 0 , D 1 , ..., D n , for the objects present in each frame , where each is a list of bounding box locations, class predictions, and other information corresponding to objects contained in the image , our goal here is to estimate the bounding box co-ordinates B k,i for each object in the following frame; I k+1 . Note that B k,i = (x k,i , y k,i , h k,i , w k,i ) where x, y, h, w correspond to x, y co-ordinates of centre, height and width of the bounding box for the i th object in the k th frame. Further, this system would operate in an online setting where at any given instance when time t = k, the frames, hence detections too are present only up to I k and D k espectively. Further the i th object will be consistent across consecutive frames (obtained using the output of the system) until the object disappears. The LSTM component can be viewed as a function L with L(D 0 , D 1 , ..., D k ) = F k where F k is a list of temporally aware feature maps F k,i corresponding to each object i present within D k . The remaining two functions; C and R correspond to classification (selecting anchor) and regression (estimating deviation from anchor) of the exact bounding box targets. Each bounding box datum (x, y, h, w) is interpreted as a deviation from the previous time step (ẋ,ẏ,ḣ,ẇ) which reduces the mean of those variables. Note that due to the discrete nature of data, x = x − x i−1 Using normalized co-ordinates (x, y, h, w) values divided by relevant image dimensions); this range will be within (−1, 1) and an optimum number of anchors can be used to estimate this value as a classification problem.
Having laid down the classifications on to the targets, the required estimates from the classification function would be a one hot encoded tensor; C out of shape (P, 4) for P bins of anchors and 4 bounding box parameters. In our work, we use four bins; 0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8 leading to a (4, 4) tensor where the bin closest to the target value (ex:ẋ) on each row would contain one and the rest zero. Each selected bin is an anchor located at a specific distance away from the next expected value for the parameter considered. The classification function can be presented as C(F k,i ) = C out The regression function output would be a similarly shaped tensor R out . It is essential for the loss function to consider the nature of both the classification as well as regression outputs of the network. The overall model of estimator is illustrated in 2. Here intermediate tensor corresponds to the temporally aware feature maps F k,i of the i th object and the system has four similar but separate instances of the dense layers to handle each parameter and that finally results in outputs C out and R out . In essence the network estimates how far an object would move from its current position over the next time step. The x, y components capture motion along the image axes while the h, w components correspond to the motion along the depth axis as well as morphological change of the object to some extent.
When training; the loss function is obtained as a weighted sum of the classification and regression losses. The classification loss LOSS C is a simple cross-entropy loss function. The regression loss takes into account the sparse nature of the ground truth regression tensor. Here denotes the Hadamard product of two tensors or matrices.
One of the most challenging problems in this context is handling occlusions. Object tracking with the use of a Kalman filter or an LSTM network to handle spatial coherence among tracks has been a common approach. However, the uncertainty involved in the track prediction increases when tracks are exposed to prolonged occlusions. Hence it is required to re-identify occluded tracks. Deep SORT [6] introduces the use of feature vectors to define an appearance descriptor for the purpose of track re-identification. Results presented in this work have proven this to be a successful approach. However, this comes with the additional burden of training a large network for the sole purpose of reidentification of a particular class of objects. Hence this approach is not versatile for multi-class object tracking or for online implementation. Our approach has the ability to handle multiple classes of objects and can be implemented online with ease.
The approach implemented in this paper involves the use of a Siamese network to determine the appearance consistency of tracks. The Siamese networks described in the SiamFC [1] , [21] and SiamMask [2] works have proven to be highly successful in single object tracking but have not been incorporated into multi-object tracking yet. It has been trained on ImageNet datasets for similarity learning and can operate online. Thus, it can give a class independent measure for appearance consistency of tracks and therefore would be ideal for track re-identification. The network discussed in SiamFC [21] extracts the features of the exemplar image and search image to produce a cross correlation map whose peak position corresponds to the position of the object in the exemplar image within the search image. Similarly, we use a Siamese network to produce a similarity measure between two images of the same size by building up templates through a convolution neural network (a convolution function as in [21] shown in template generation step through in 3)
The cross-correlation map produced by the Siamese network is passed through a similarity function to produce the similarity score, or more accurately an appearance cost. The similarity function in this context is defined as follows,
where f (x, y) is the cross correlation value at x, y position in the cross correlation map and A, k are tunable parameters.
C. Track Association
The track association is based on the association cost which depends on the appearance cost (from the Siamese network) as well as a distance metric. The distance metric is the measurement of how far the detection bounding box is from the bounding box of a track predicted by the LSTM. The distance metric between two bounding boxes is defined based on the IOU distance (intersection over union) between the bounding boxes. Let a i,j , c i,j , d i,j represent the association cost, appearance cost and the distance metric between the i th detection and the j th track.
where K is the gating constant and T is the gating threshold. Track association is treated as an assignment problem and is carried out using the Hungarian algorithm [22] following very closely the approach discussed in Deep SORT [6] .
D. Overall online tracking system
The Siamese network for similarity measurement is implemented in two stages. The first stage involves producing feature maps (templates) for detections in the current frame and the next stage involves producing cross correlation maps by convolving the detection templates with track templates and generating an appearance cost matrix between track, detection pairs in that frame. These two stages have been isolated to improve the efficiency of the approach.
In a given frame, a crop of the bounding box corresponding to each detection is extracted. These crops are resized to 127x127 and passed through the first stage of the Siamese network to generate templates for each detection in that particular frame. These templates are passed through the second stage of the Siamese network along with the templates of tracks in order to generate a matrix of appearance costs. This cost matrix is gated according to the distance metric and subjected to the Hungarian algorithm to obtain track assignments for the detections.
For matched track, detection pairs; the template of the track is updated using a rolling average between the tracks current template and the template of the detection which was matched to it,
where γ is the occluded percentage of the matched detection and defined as the maximum of the Intersection over area distances (IOA distances) between the detection bounding boxes and the bounding box of the matched detection. is one when fully occluded and zero when the object is fully visible. Therefore, when the matched detection is fully visible, it replaces the template of the track with the template of the matched detection and when the matched detection is fully occluded, it does not update the template of the track so as not to contaminate the template with the features from occlusions. Deletion of tracks and addition of new tracks is carried very similar to the approach carried out in the Deep SORT [6] work.
E. Extensibility to BEV space
The seemingly simple but effective fact that overlapping in BEV space projections cannot happen for the objects detected and predicted in 3D is exploited here through a constrained optimization problem.
An LSTM network is trained to predict the change of parameter q between consecutive frames. That is, for giveṅ q t−k , ...,q t−1 ,q t →q t+1 is predicted whereq t = q t − q t−1 Fig. 3 . Overview of the overall 2D tracking system and q ∈ (C, S, θ). Here;C = C x , C y , C z (the centre coordinates of the object), S = (h, w, l) (object dimensions) and θ is the angle of rotation around the vertical axis. The loss function for training the parameter predictor (LSTM) is as follows.
Here P pred refers to the predicted parameter and P gt refers to the ground truth parameter. δ p is a parameter based learnable which in turn is the quadratic-linear margin of the Huber loss function and α p or α θ is a regressed parameter based learnable (where in the case of α θ , the regressed parameter is θ and α p is similarly interpreted whereas the scope of α p is different from that of δ p , considering the impact on cost function) and β classi is the class based learnable parameter w.r.t. the class of the i th object.
Here, p = C x , C y , C z , h, w, l , β = β class |class ∈ classes, α = [[α p ] p∈parameters , α θ ] and δ = [δ p ] p∈parameters .
Due to the discontinuous nature of the parameter θ at the two extreme ends of its domain [−π, π], and due to the fact that θ = π and θ = −π depict the same orientation, it is not directly incorporated into the Huber loss function. It is handled separately using L θ function [23] , where θ pred , θ gt are predicted and ground truth values of the parameter θ respectively.
F. Constraints as penalties
First, we introduce the hard constraint on BEV space that projections of the objects on to the x-z plane in general coordinates have no intersection. However, most of the research is focused on building up 3D bounding boxes of objects where the rectangular projection does not create a clear cut segmentation of the object (ex: human) on BEV space. Therefore, we minimize an additional term as follows.
Where v i BEV is the projection of the bounding box of the object v i onto the BEV space and ξ classi,classj is a learnable based on object classes under intersection which in turn forms a set ξ class×class and each term is squared to ensure positivity. Therefore, the final minimization function is as follows, L(p, β, α, δ, θ, {ξ}) = LOSS pred (p, β, α, δ, θ) + I (10)
However, at an optimum point (p * , β * , α * , δ * , θ * , {ξ} * ); the loss function obeys a feature observed in Lagrange constrained optimization that; ∇L = 0 where ∇ refers to the discrete derivative (this statement is intuitive only with the discrete derivative).
This implies that:
for all classes at optimum parameters p * , θ * . Therefore (1 + ξ 2 classi,classj ) behaves similar to a Lagrange multiplier. This setting helps to build up a network that trains not only based on the individual performance per object but also encountering the joint effect of multiple object scenarios.
IV. RESULTS
A. Datasets and Evaluation metrics
Experiments are conducted on the MOT16 [19] and KITTI [20] tracking datasets. The MOT16 dataset contains 7 videos in its training set. The KITTI tracking dataset contains 21 videos in its training set. The Siamese Network for appearance consistency is trained completely on external data (ImageNet datasets) and there is no overlap with any of the MOT16 or KITTI data. The LSTM network is trained only with the use of bounding box locations of objects and class information for a partition of the training sets of these two datasets (the remainder is kept aside for testing purposes).
Results are reported for our test partition (in the case of LSTM usage) and for the entire datasets (in cases they are not used for training). Evaluation of our system is carried out for the entire system as well as for the study of LSTM network alone. For the case of the entire system, we consider the metrics used by the MOT benchmarks for evaluation. This includes Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA), Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP), the ratio of Mostly Tracked targets (MT), and the ratio of Mostly Lost targets (ML). In the case of the LSTM network, the Average Precision (AP) value for the predicted frames across the dataset and classes is reported.
B. Evaluation
The evaluations on the MOT16 Dataset for the end to end system are reported in Table I . Evaluations mainly focus on two aspects: improvement in accuracy with the introduction of the similarity measure to a traditional tracker using only a Kalman filter or an LSTM network and how closely related the accuracy is with state of the art multi-object trackers. Similar results on the KITTI tracking dataset are presented for our work alongside comparisons (note that few stateof-the-art works report on this dataset) in Table II . Separate evaluations for the LSTM in the case of single object tracking for individual tracklets in the KITTI dataset was carried out. An average IoU of 61.45 and AP of 0.96 at 0.5 IoU were obtained for this experiment.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We present an end-to-end system capable of performing multi-object tracking by combining a range of advances in object detection and reidentification along with our novel architectures and loss functions. Further, we work on a novel step by building a separate LSTM branch to estimate the similarity feature map for the next time step of a given track. The Siamese Networks may be viewed as a two-step version of our extension, whereas this replacement with an LSTM is more of a generalized version capable of generating a better feature set. The key expectation with this addition is the overcoming of identity switches and lost tracks in the case of occlusions. Appearance features tend to change significantly during an occlusion, especially when an object undergoes rotations, and our extension overcomes this by modeling the appearance changing pattern over time.
